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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On November 17th Wycombe
District Council agreed
to release five strategic
development sites ahead of
production of the new local
plan to contribute towards
meeting local housing needs.
Following this decision
and in order to allow the
community to influence the
development process, the
Council has embarked on a
series of workshops aimed at
establishing and prioritising

ideas and principles to
be taken into account in
the delivery of the future
neighborhoods.

Despite this clear position
everybody accepted the
challenge and provided useful
insights, ideas and comment.

The session for the site
at Abbey Barn North and
South took place at the
John Hampden School was
attended by 29 and lasted 5
hours from 10AM to 3PM.
At various stages during the
event, many participants
confirmed their opposition to
any development on the site.

All groups drew different development scenarios. The specific areas designated for housing change
for every group, yet it is possible to summarise a set of broadly agreed possible design principles
Abbey Barn South
• Preserve the Lime Tree Ride as an open space or a recreational area
• Improve the public transport (including a possible new bus route through the site)
• Introduce new community facilities
• Protect the existing views across the site
• Create a new school or expand the planned one
• Connect the existing footpaths
Abbey Barn North
• Reconfigure the Abbey Barn Lane /Kingsmead Road junction
• Keep some free open space
In relation to the areas to be developed the possible plans are quite diverse, however some generic
trends could be still identified. In particular should development happen, it should preferably:
Abbey Barn South
• Be concentrated in the Northern area
• Provide an access close to the existing school
Abbey Barn North
• Consist of low density housing
• Improve pedestrian access to and from the site
• Provide an access from the existing Abbey Barn Lane /Kingsmead Road junction
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1. INTRODUCTION

Abbey Barn
North
Abbey Barn
South

North
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The lines represent the terrain levels
While Abbey Barn South (the larger
site) is on relatively flat ground,
Abbey Barn North has more difficult
topography

1.1. Setting the Scene

On November 17th Wycombe
District Council (WDC) agreed
to release five strategic
development sites to contribute
towards meeting local housing
needs.
The Council’s website provides
a clear overview of the process
that led to this decision and
its rationale. The website also
refers to a series of documents
that have been produced as a
part of the process.
The relevant section on the
Council’s website is found at the
following address:
http://www.wycombe.gov.uk/
council-services/planning-andbuildings/planning-policy/newlocal-plan/reserve-sites.aspx
“Reserve sites are pieces of
land not in the Green Belt at the
edges of towns and villages that
have previously been identified
to help us cater for future
growth. They are ‘greenfield
sites’ which means they haven’t
been built on before. These
sites can help us to provide
space for some new homes,
jobs and amenities for local
communities.” (WDC’s website)

• Establish a Liaison Group
for each reserve site. Their
aim is to input into the
preparation of planning
guidance and therefore
influence the development
process. Each group is
made of Ward Members,
parish councilors,
representatives from local
groups, other parties with a
particular interest in the site
and representatives of local
residents around the site;
• Establish a Round Table
group of interested parties
to consider the collective
infrastructure impacts of the
five reserve sites;
• Continue to engage with
the community in relation to
the preparation of planning
guidance and in relation to
planning applications.

The Council also made it clear
that, given the position with the
five year land supply and that
the developers or landowners
could submit applications at any
time, this engagement process
is not to be misunderstood
as a vehicle for frustrating the
development of the sites. The
purpose of the process is to
ensure that issues and potential
solutions can be discussed in
The Cabinet also resolved to
a structured and transparent
ensure public involvement in the manner, with a view to bringing
planning of the reserve sites,
development forward in a timely
and in particular to:
way.
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1.2 The Brief

Following the decision by the
Cabinet in November to release
the sites for development to
help provide a supply of homes
for the District, AR Urbanism
with Phil Jones Associates
were appointed to lead and
deliver a series of engagement
workshops.
The consultant team is made
of urban designers and
transport experts with a proven
track record of community
engagement projects in the UK.
Their brief is to:
• Organise and run one-day
community workshops for
each site;
• Ensure that no issues have
been missed in earlier work;
• Ensure that issues are clearly
articulated;

• Encourage the public to
prioritise their issues;
• Explore possible solutions
to the issues raised that can
feed into the next stage of
work, should that take place,
involving the production
of planning guidance or
development briefs (not part
of this project);
• Organise and run a
separate public workshop
on infrastructure issues,
including liaising with
transport consultants
and council infrastructure
planning staff.
The result of this work will
consist of presentation and
consultation with Liaison
Groups and Wycombe District
Council before issuing the final
report.

1.3 The Engagement Team
This engagement program
was led by AR Urbanism
[www.ar-urbanism.com ]
with the collaboration of Phil
Jones Associates [ www.
philjonesassociates.co.uk ].
The team, who are also the
authors of this report, have
successfully delivered a number
of consultation programs
relating to masterplanning,
urban design and transportation
throughout the UK and
abroad. The team members
are experienced urbanists and
put community engagement
at the centre of their work.
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This is because the team are
committed to developing good
place-making, a collective
process which must include the
local people who will ultimately
adopt, use, manage and rely
upon the local area and its
facilities.
The project has been funded
by WDC who also supported
the team by providing direct
help in the preparation of the
workshops and in their delivery,
working alongside ARU and
PJA as facilitators.

1.4. Outcomes of Previous Consultation

From February to April 2014
there was a major consultation
on the New Local Plan. This
re-stated the need for the
development of these sites,
as they were sites included
in the current local plan, for
development up to 2026.
The summary leaflet stated
“We expect to see these
sites developed in the next
few years”. At the stage the
consultation material was being
finalised, it was not envisaged
that the sites would need to be
released immediately.

In addition to a series of
questions on the strategic
options, some questions were
posed about each Reserve Site.
For Abbey Barn North
there was 50% support for
development at the site and
18% opposition (9% of the
responses were neutral and
24% had no opinion). For
Abbey Barn South there was
50% support for development
at the site and 19% opposition
(8% of the responses were
neutral and 24% had no
opinion).

The Council held a number of
meetings across the District
as part of this consultation.
In addition, WDC officers and
members attended two very
well attended meetings for
Gomm Valley and Ashwells
that were arranged by local
community groups.
A summary of the feedback
from this consultation
can be found on the WDC
website at:

The report can be viewed on
the WDC website via:
• http://www.wycombe.gov.
uk/council-services/planningand-buildings/planningpolicy/new-local-plan/
supporting-evidence.aspx

• http://www.wycombe.gov.
uk/council-services/planningand-buildings/planningpolicy/new-local-plan/
consultation-feedback.aspx
As part of the Local Plan
options consultation, a
Market Research Study was
also commissioned by the
Council. This consisted of
a questionnaire survey of a
representative sample of people
across the District.
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When it became clear, over
the early summer, that the
sites needed to come forward
not in the next few years
but immediately, two public
meetings were held to explain
this change. These were held in
August 2014.
The presentations made at
these meetings can be found
at:
• http://www.wycombe.gov.
uk/council-services/planningand-buildings/planningpolicy/new-local-plan/
reserve-sites.aspx
A public workshop was held
on 29th September 2014 on
the issues that would need
to be overcome should the
Reserve Sites be released for
development.
These issues were reported
to the Cabinet when they
considered whether to release
the sites.
An issues report from this
workshop can be found on
the WDC website at:
• http://www.wycombe.gov.
uk/council-services/planningand-buildings/planningpolicy/new-local-plan/
reserve-sites.aspx
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A meeting with stakeholders
was held on 30th September
2014 to discuss how the
Liaison Groups might work,
which again was reported to the
Cabinet when they considered
the release of the sites. The
Liaison Groups were an integral
part of the release of the sites,
to ensure local people had
proper engagement in the form
of development on the sites.
The report to Cabinet on the
release of the sites can be
seen at:
• http://www.wycombe.gov.
uk/council-services/planningand-buildings/planningpolicy/new-local-plan/
reserve-sites.aspx

Minimising Repetition - ensuring the
workshops contribute to the next phases
The engagement team has
structured the events focusing
on the main outcome sought,
which is the production of ideas
for the site, including possible
uses, areas for development,
areas for conservation/
preservation and design
principles to be used to shape
the future neighbourhoods.
The whole event was based on
the reality that the site has been
released for development by
Wycombe District Council.

In this sense a certain degree
of repetition is inevitable and
can be useful to inform new
attendees to the process.
During the workshop the team
summarised the activities
carried out previously and
highlighted the next stages of
the process. With the same
aim the team also explained the
objectives and outputs of each
activity. Finally, the session was
closed with a brief explanation
of the next steps of the process.

However the initial part of the
workshop recapped existing
issues to ensure everything
was covered, to bring all the
audience up to speed and
to inform the subsequent
exercises.
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2. THE WORKSHOP
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2.1 Venue and Participants

Abbey Barn
South

Abbey Barn
North

Postcodes showing where participants live
The workshop took place at
the John Hampden Grammar
School in High Wycombe, on
Saturday, February 28, 2015.

The total number of participants
was 29, while 38 people
reserved a place. Please refer to
the appendices for more details
and statistics.
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Flyer prepared to publicise the workshops
A dedicated website (www.
wycombe-reserve-sites.org)
has been developed and it
was brought online 2 weeks
before the first event (Gomm
Valley and Ashwells).

The website aims are to:
• Enable people to contribute
their views, suggestions and
concerns,
• Find out about on-going
project progress,
• Provide opportunities for
feedback for those who
could not take part in the
workshops, or if participants
are keen to add further views
once the workshops are
over,
• Function as a repository for
the material collected.
13

The workshop was advertised
as follows:
• In the weekly Planning
Bulletin issued every
Wednesday by WDC,
• Through local community
groups on their websites
and word of mouth,
• Advertisement in the Bucks
Free Press,
• The dissemination of leaflets
in the neighborhoods
surrounding the site.

2.2 Methodology
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Session
1 - Introduction

Format
• Presentation

Objectives
• Clarifying objectives of the
workshop
• Clearing up any concerns or
misunderstandings

Wider Area
2 - Mental-mapping

3 - Stickers

• Participants were provided with
a blank sheet and invited to draw
a map of the local area around
the site, which reflects their own
experience

• Gaining an understanding of
the perception of the wider
local area by the participants

• Participants attached colored
stickers to a map of the area
surrounding the site to identify
good and bad aspects of the area

• Gaining a specific indication
of elements that make up the
character of the area, in both
positive and negative ways

• Ice-breaking

• Preparing the audience for the
following exercise
4 - Local area’s strengths & 		
weaknesses

• The groups were asked to
agree the area’s strengths and
weaknesses

• Identifying local assets and
issues that proposals for the
development site could enhance,
use or address

5 - What’s important

• Every group was asked to walk
to the other groups’ flip-charts
and identify the 3 most important
assets/issues to be addressed in
the area

• Prioritising the elements to
be taken into account in
formulating proposals and to
achieve wide agreement on the
issues

Local Area

6 - Recap

• Presentation: introducing existing
discussed site-based issues

• Agreeing a common
understanding on the site specific
assets and issues

7 – Double Checking

• General session with audience
• Checking if the list is missing
commenting on the list presented in
anything and clarify the issues
the previous session

8 - You are the masterplanners

• The participants continued to
work in groups and developed
a site plan and a set of possible
design principles that the future
development should take into
account

• Exploring possible master
planning solutions for the
issues raised

• The plans were drawn and
annotated with colored pens on
tracing paper
9 - Present & comment

10 - Wrap-up

• Each group presented their ideas
to the public

• Sharing the ideas that emerged in
each group

• Participants commented on each
other’s proposals

• Testing the ideas with a wider
audience and measuring the
level of agreement among the
consultees

• Presentation

• Summarising the results of the
workshop
• Explaining the next steps
• Explaining about the use of the
website

2.3 Outcomes of the workshop
2.3.1 Session 1. Introduction
The central message set out by
the consultation team during
the introduction was that the
session was based on the
assumption that the site has
been released for development.

Finally it was explained that
the emerging guidance would
be used when a planning
application is put forward and
would become a “material
consideration”. That is, a matter
that should be taken into
It was clearly stated that the
account in deciding a planning
purpose of the workshop
application or on an appeal
was to stimulate discussion
against a planning decision.
about how the site should be
developed in the future and not Typically, the issues guidance
about questioning the decision could include:
to release the site by WDC.
• Overlooking/loss of privacy
It was also explained that
• Loss of light or
the Development Plan has
overshadowing
to comply with the National
Planning Policy Framework
• Layout and density of
and needs to identify areas
buildings
where new housing can
• Design, appearance and
be accommodated in High
materials
Wycombe. The absence of a
plan allocating enough space
• Open space and public
for housing could put the local
realm
authority in weak position in
• Nature conservation
terms of control and influence
• Traffic and Parking
over future development. This
could put developers and land • Highway safety
owners in a much stronger
• Noise
positions in terms of developing
their sites, enabling them to set
This led to an explanation of
the development agenda and
why the event differed from the
challenge planning decisions.
previous ones held by WDC in
It was reiterated that the
the Autumn of last year:
intended outcome of the
workshop was to produce
• The event was about
material to help the Council to
constraints as much as
distill a series of principles that
opportunities to respond to
can influence planning guidance
local needs brought by the
on how the site in question
development;
should be developed.
• The event was about both
the site and the wider area.
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Despite confirming the
opposition to the development,
the audience accepted the
challenge and produced
positive input, while also
continuing to express a clear
scepticism about the real
potential impact of this work in
terms of influencing the planning
and development process.

2.3.2 – Session 2. Mental-mapping

The brief was to:
(a) Draw a map of the participants experience
the areas around the site on a blank sheet of
paper - what is important to then and what is
problematic;
(b) Also indicate where the participants live.

Abbey Barn
North

Abbey Barn
South

Areas covered by the mental maps in relation to the site and the author of the sketch
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2.3.2 – Session 2. Mental-mapping

From the drawings it is
possible to identify some
recurrent items (the number
in brackets is the number of
times the item was identified
on the sketch):
• M40 (17),

• Abbey Barn South (11),
• Abbey Barn North (9),
• Abbey Barn Lane (8),
• Daws Hill (8),
• School (8),
• Disused railway (5),
• Kingsmead (4),
• Woods (4),
• Traffic (3),
• Marlow Hill (3),
• Wycombe (3),
• “Pine Trees*“ (3),

• The maps are not directly
used to answer a specific
problem, but sometimes
they represent various
issues, both strengths
and weaknesses (as
congestion problems or
steep hill). Even if, the most
recurring elements are the
current landmarks without
a richness in proposals or
issues.
• The maps don’t recognise
the different neighborhoods
but mainly the two sites
(Abbey Barn South
and Abbey Barn North)
separated by the main
roads.
• The topics were further
dissected in the following
exercises.

• Farmland (2).
Other items, even if
less recurrent are lime
trees avenue, steep hill,
employment area, community
centre, development area,
low density and high quality
buildings.
• Most of the maps
represented Abbey Barn
South (even if with some
references to Abbey Barn
North). The mental maps
related to Abbey Barn South
show most of the times a
richness of details.

* The new Taylor Wimpey housing development
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This map is interesting because it shows
different details related to Abbey Barn South,
as the community facilities and the natural
elements (as the Lime Tree Avenue).

Examples of mental maps

This map represents Abbey Barn North and is
concerned with impacts of the possible new
development including additional traffic and
planning issues.

This map focuses a wide area, including some
strengths of the area, corresponding to the
natural elements, such as views, the footpath
connections, area of exceptional attractiveness
and the greenery.
19

Examples of map with stickers on indicating positives and negatives for
the areas surrounding Abbey Barn South and North.
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2.3.3 Session 3 – Stickers
The brief was to:
(a) Use the stickers to write things you like and
dislike in the local area;
(b) Attach the stickers to the map on the table to
help us to locate them;
(c) Try to be specific.

A new school is required

Nice open spaces
along Kingsmead)

Traffic congestion
along Daws Hill
Lane
Nice Lime Tree Avenue
Problems related to the
existing traffic

Abbey Barn
North

Dangerous junction
Good wildlife habitat

Congestion on Abbey Barn Lane

Abbey Barn
South

Nice views on the sites
Interconnected footpaths

Problems related to the road
capacity

M40

Nice and quiet
place to live

Good access from M40
Independent little village, high
sense of community

The following diagram summarises the broad
areas of comment. Clearly “Mobility and
Transport” and “Open Space” were the most
discussed themes. “Mobility and Transport” in a
negative way and “Open Space” as a positive.
The full list of the topics raised during the
exercises is presented in the following pages.

The diagram shows where most comments
concentrate as positive (blue) or negative (red)
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2.3.3 Session 3 – Stickers
Group 1
1. Cobbles Farm: horse riding for children
2. Some parents now having to take kids to
three different primary schools already
3. Health is already over stretched, and new
intake a problem year on year
4. Dentists are over subscribed
5. Traffic
6. All changes will make a difference to
Flackwell Health which is already congested
7. Old railway bridge is a bottle neck
8. Abbey Barn Lane is now a rat run road
9. Traffic congestion along Daws Hill Lane
10. Good access from M40
11. There is nice open space close by
12. Parking problems
13. Problems related to roads capacity
14. Nice and quiet place to live
15. Nice walkway into Wycombe
16. Ducks are born annually in all the
AbbeyBarn North gardens

Group 3
29. Problems related to the existing traffic
30. Dangerous junction
31. Attractive woodland
32. Nice Lime Tree Avenue
33. A40: congestion currently in both directions
34. Too much congestion on Abbey Barn Lane
35. Congestion from Daws Hill development to
the schools
36. AONB
37. Loss of arable land
38. Good wildlife habitat
39. Narrow roads
Group 4
40. Nice footpaths
41. Daws Hill Lane is not wide enough for two
buses to pass
42. Heath End Road is a rat run
43. Independent little village, high sense of
community
44. Protect iron age works
45. Nice green space (Kingsmead)
46. Protect the environment
47. Don’t destroy the present community
48. Interconnected footpaths
49. Permeable area
50. Nice views on Thames
51. Abandoned ski slope and lift
52. Need of more allotments
53. Nice trees
54. Lack of road safety
55. Nice areas for running trainings
56. Nice listed buildings

Group 2
17. Nice equestrian facilities
18. A new school is required
19. New facilities for children are required
20. Car speeding
21. Nice views
22. Views at top fields are an asset to
Wycombe as a whole
23. Motorbikes noisy
24. The green belt needs to be protected
25. Traffic congestion
26. Nice walk from Wycombe to the Thames
27. Important green corridor
28. Nice footpaths
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2.3.4 Sessions 4 & 5
Strengths and Weaknesses
What’s important in the area
The brief for session 4 was to:
(a) Work in groups identify the key local strengths
& weaknesses
(b) be specific, not generic: it does not help to
just know that traffic is bad, it’s important to know
where, when and possibly even why!
The central message set out by the design team
during the introduction was that the session is
based on the assumption that the site has been
released for development and that the purpose of
the workshop was to stimulate discussion about
how the site should be developed in the future not about questioning the decision to release the
site by Wycombe District Council.
Session 4 was used to cross - check the
comments collected in session 3.
During session 5 the engagement team
asked each group to review the strengths and
opportunities identified by the other tables and
to mark their preferred ones on a flip-chart. The
topics that attracted most approval among the
participants are highlighted in the following table.
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Local Area’s Strengths
• Green Infrastructure
• Habitat diversity
• Local and long distance views
• Green permeability
Nature and Open Space

• Green rural infrastructure
• Rural amenity
• Vistas
• Urban/rural fringe benefits
• Wildlife
• River Wye and Marsh Brooke
• Allotments
• Peaceful area
• Protect lime tree ride
• Walking routes
• Woodlands

Facilities

Services and

• Good rugby, football and netball clubs
• Good junior, middle and upper schools
• Recreational facilities at Kingsmead (playground, rugby and netball)
• Baseball Pitch

Housing and
Character

• High quality housing
• Low density housing
• Urban separation
• Village feel
• Good vehicular access

Mobility

• Access to Rye (walking, cycling and horses)
• Good transport links
• Disused railway walking routes
• Good walking and cycling routes into the town centre

Community

• Strong local communities
• Existing separation between communities
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Local Area’s Weaknesses
Nature and
Open Spaces

• Flooding

• Schools oversubscribed
Facilities

Services and

• Low capacity of local facilities, doctors (especially in Flackwell Heath), dentists etc.
• Utility constraint (gas line adjacent Kingsmead)
• Water pressure
• Potential lack of facilities in new sites
• Loudwater doctor’s surgery is full
• Peak hour congestion (Daws Hill Lane, Abbey Barn Road, Abbey Barn Lane,
London Road, Heath End Road, M40)
• Congestion and parking issues related to rugby and netball clubs
• Lack of parking
• Lack of transport infrastructure

Mobility

• Capacity issues of Abbey Barn Lane
• Heathend Road: speed and capacity problems
• Lots of single track roads
• School traffic
• Poor bus service
• No public transport along Daws Hill in the evening
• Rat running

Community

• Remoteness of employment sites
• Lack of employment sites
• Little local employment opportunities
• Losing village identity

Housing and
Character

• Affordability of housing for local people
• Disproportionate amount of new development in East Wycombe
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2.3.5 Session 6 – Recap

While the first part of the workshop deliberately
focused on the wider area, the next session
shifted the attention to the actual site.
The first step was to go through the issues
identified in previous engagement to check with
the audience if anything was missing, before
moving on.
The presentation by the
engagement team summarised
the following items from the
previous events as the main
areas of concerns:
1. Traffic (worsening of
congestion), in particular
for Daws Hill Lane,
Kingsmead Road/Abbey
Barn Lane, London Road
and roads in Flackwell
Heath.

2. Social Infrastructure
concerns, especially
related to schools and
health care.
3. Landscape, biodiversity
and flood risk.
4. Character of Flackwell
Heath.
5. Water pressure/drainage
and sewerage

2.3.6 Session 7 – Double Checking
The following step was to check with the
audience to see if anything had been missed,
before moving on.
Additional comments emphasised by the
audience were:
1. Possible impacts on the existing houses
2. Possible impacts on the lime tree walk
3. Possible impacts on the recreational green
space (especially the one located on the
Eastern side)
4. Possible impacts on the current views
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2.3.6 Sessions 8 & 9 - “You are
the masterplanners” - designing,
presenting & commenting
The brief for this session was to :

Prompts:

(a) Assume the site is to be developed and
the participants are the 			
masterplanner
(b) Draw on the tracing paper (and add
notes) to explain how the site could be
developed
(c) Work in groups

- Where should the HOUSING go?
- What about OTHER USES? Schools? GP
surgeries? Local shops? Employment? Where?
Quantity?
- How would you organise the STREETS and
other walking routes?
- Where are the PUBLIC SPACES and the play
areas? How big?
- How would PARKING be arranged?

A series of question-based prompts was also
provided to assist the groups.

The brief for presenting and commenting was to:
(a) Elect 1 or 2 speaker(s) per table
(b) Present ideas to the audience, and
(c) The audience has 5 further minutes to ask
questions or make comments
The plans that were drawn were photographed.
They are shown on the following pages, along
with the main design principles that informed the
plan. Those principles were drawn both from the
plan itself, and from the presentation made by
each table, and the following discussion.
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Group 1 - Abbey Barn South

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• Allocate space for offices along the motorway

• Create an Avenue for access in the middle of
the Ride (among the lime trees)

• Allocate areas for employment along Abbey
Barn Lane

• Expand future school into the site

• Provide space for kids, recreation and
connected footpaths along the Avenue

• Maintain the views across the valley by limiting
building heights

• Possible retention of existing sports facilities
adjacent to First Street
• Make sure the road connecting through to
Daws Hill / Pine Trees is not direct, to reduce
potential rat running
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• Build homes in clusters around smaller streets
off the Avenue

Group 1 - Abbey Barn North

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• Protect the centre of the site from
development

• Keep the area as green as possible and
integrate the green into low-density housing

• Rethink the junction (currently too dangerous)
and provide an access to the site from there

• New housing should concentrate on the
western part of the site

• Provide a second access from Abbey Barn
Lane

• Move Marsh Nursery School to the site and
develop that site as well

• Promote Kingsmead Road as a cycle route as
it is suitable
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Group 2 - Abbey Barn South

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• Run a bus route through the site
• Preserve existing views from the west across
the site

• Build across the site but maintain the space
along the Ride as a park

• Provide a green connection between the new
park and the Deangarden Wood

• Ensure there is road capacity for an access
from Daws Hill and provide a second access
from Abbey Barn Lane

• Ensure the footpaths are preserved, improved
and connected to the wider area

• Connect the accesses with a “slow” street

• Provide smaller units for senior citizens

• Create a visitor’s car park at the west
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Group 2 - Abbey Barn North

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• Realign the northern end of Abbey Barn Lane
through the site

• Allow low density housing in the central part of
the site

• Provide a pedestrian bridge to connect further
to the north

• Build a new cemetery

• Provide a buffer along Abbey Barn Lane

• Access provided from the north-east
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Group 3 - Abbey Barn South

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• A medical centre could feature in the new
development

• Create a public park along the Ride and
connect it to the wider green network

• Allow maximum 3 storey buildings, to preserve
the skyline

• Provide green areas and play areas within the
residential neighbourhoods

• Provide gardens for each house

• Retain the footpaths and create a green
corridor running along the north-east
boundary

• Get the bus route to enter the new
neighbourhood
• Provide a number of access options (from
both Daws Hill and Abbey Barn Lane)

• Provide plenty of car parking spaces (min 2
per dwelling)

• Preserve or relocate existing sport pitches
• Create commercial/incubator space along the
motorway with access from Daws Hill

• Housing should be mixed (catering for
families, downsizers and singles)
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Group 3 - Abbey Barn North

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• The western side needs to be protected (due
to its ecological and wildlife habitat qualities)

• Access should be from the existing junction
which needs to be radically redesigned’

• Kingsmead road is suitable for cycle lanes and
footpaths

• The eastern side is steep but suitable for ecohousing (lodge type)

• There is an opportunity for allotments to the
south

• The central area should be devoted to other
uses, including maybe a cemetery and
incorporate trees / woodland
• Allocate parking lots to the south of the
cemetery
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Group 4 - Abbey Barn South

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:

• Increase east-west connectivity

• Connect the new neighbourhood and the
existing housing with a network of footpaths

• Provide a street connecting Daws Hill with
Abbey Barn Lane

• Keep the southern part as a park

• Increase the density east to west

• Provide a mix of house typologies

• Allocate space for employment along the
motorway

• Ensure water pressure is dealt with

• Create an access by the existing sport pitches
(which should be retained)
• Intersperse green and housing

• Ensure the views from across the valley are
also taken into account and manage building
heights accordingly
• Provide a cluster of community facilities by the
school, to exploit synergies

• Maintain green areas in the built up area
• Maintain the views along the Ride
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Group 4 - Abbey Barn North

North

The design principles used to inform this plan
were:
• Recreational area in the middle with possibly a
water feature in the middle and houses around
it. It is assumed the centre of the site is boggy
• Provide good access to the network of
footpaths
• Create residential development like at
Harleyford, cabin style houses in a parkland
type setting

Barn Lane
• Link the site with Abbey Barn South and the
wood with footpaths running through the site
as well as green corridors
• Housing densities should be low
• Reconfigure the junction at the north and
provide a play area or a skate park new the
entrance
• Have parking like at Daws Hill (Pine Trees)

• Buffer development with green along Abbey
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2.3.6 Sessions 8 & 9
“You are the Masterplanners”
Summary Plan
Abbey Barn South
North
All groups except one
decided that the access by
public transport should be
improved. Ideas included a
new bus route through the
development area (2 out of 4
groups)

Abbey Barn
South

Three groups mentioned
the need of new facilities
in the new development
(i.e. a medical centre, an
employment site or a new
school

All of the groups agreed that
some development could
happen in the Northern area
of Abbey Barn South
Most groups identified the
necessity of preserving the
Lime tree avenue by leaving
it as a green open space (3
out of 4 groups). One group
introduced the possibility
of having an access to the
housing in the middle of the
Ride

Abbey Barn North
North
In relation to the Western side
of Abbey Barn South two
groups thought that it could
be developed, while the
other two preferred to see it
preserved (for the ecological
reasons)
All the groups agreed that
if some development will
happen, it should be low
density

All the groups agreed on the
necessity of rethinking the
Eastern junction
Three groups agreed that
the central area should be
left free from development.
The other group introduced
a cemetery in the area

Abbey Barn
North

Two groups highlighted
the need of creating new
walking routes through the
site, connecting with the
existing network
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2.3.6 Sessions 8 & 9
“You are the Masterplanners”
Possible principles
All groups drew different
development scenarios. The
specific areas designated for
housing change for every group,
yet it is possible to summarise a
set of broadly agreed possible
design principles:
Abbey Barn South
• Preserve the Lime Tree
Ride as an open space or a
recreational area
• Improve the public transport
(including a possible new
bus route through the site)

• Introduce new community
facilities
• Protect the existing views
across the site
• Create a new school or
expand the existing one
• Connect the existing
footpaths
Abbey Barn North
• Reconfigure the Abbey Barn
Lane /Kingsmead Road
junction
• Keep some free open space

In relation to the areas to be
developed the possible plans
are quite diverse, however some
generic trends could be still
identified. In particular should
development happen, it should
preferably:
Abbey Barn South
• Be concentrated in the
Northern area
• Provide an access close to
the planned school
Abbey Barn North
• Consist of low density
housing
• Improve pedestrian access
to and from the site
• Provide an access from the
existing Abbey Barn Lane /
Kingsmead Road junction

2.3.7 Session 10 - Wrap-up
The final session illustrated
the next steps following the
workshop. In particular it was
explained how the results of
the work would be shared with
the Liaison group to this report
being finalised.
The engagement team also
reiterated that:
• The guidance will cover
topics such as land use,
densities, form, movement
and access, constraints,
social and physical
infrastructure, environmental
requirements and so on

• Given the importance of
development guidance
in determining the
success of a place and
the impact they have on
existing neighborhoods,
it is important that local
communities participate
in these engagement
workshops to ensure their
voice is heard and to clearly
articulate their expectations
for the future developments
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• Next steps: a development
brief will be prepared for
the site that will establish
the broad rules for any
future planning applications.
The Liaison groups will
be closely involved in this.
When the brief has been
drafted there will be a public
workshop exhibition inviting
further public comments.
Planning applications should
be submitted once this is
completed

AR Urbanism
with Phil Jones Associates
for Wycombe District Council
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